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Abstract=- This research proposed a new model to
differentiate leaf venation topology patterns using
Multiscale Fractal Dimension. Identification of
medicinal plants is important considering wide
range of biodiverslry in lndonesia and significant
role of medicinal plants in lndonesia. Plants
identification can be performed with shape analysis
using plant leaf venation as a feature. :\1ultiscale
Fractal Dimension is a shape analysis method that
analyze shapes through its complexity. In this
research three Indonesian medicinal plants species
has their leaf venation topologies modelled with
Multiscale Fractal Dimension. The result shows that
while the difference is not remarkably clear, there
are irregularities that can be made more evident
with multiscale analysis, Future works can include
:\1ultiscale Fractal Dimension as one technique to
identify plants.

Inc/ex TCrIIlS- rnedicinal plant. leaf venation topology.
rnultiscale fractal dimension

I. INTRODUCTION

INDONESIA has a wide range of biodiversity. To
date. there are approximate ly 38.000 recognized

plant species in Indonesia [I]. of which there are more
than 2.000 herbaI plants among thern [2] and of which
almost 80% of thern hasnt been cultivated and have to
be retrieved directly from wilderness [3]. Herbal
medicines have a significant role in Indonesia as it is
widely used by people to cure diseases and rnaintain
health because of its inexpensiveness and little to none
negative side effects [41. The significance of herbal
medicine combined with the fact that the majority of it
is still out there in the wilderness makes identification
and classi fication of herbal plants is paramount.

One of the rnost C0111l110nplant organ uscd for
identification is lcaf. because it has sirnple shapc,
al ways available. and could be picked without harrning
the plant. Howcver most information on the leaf like
morphological, physiological and genetic propcrtics are

contained in leaf venation [5]. Leaf venation topology
is one of the most easily identifiable properties of leaf
venation. There are two main variation of leaf venation
topology. pinnate with one pri mary vein and palmate
with more than one primary vein. Palmate topoIogy is
divided into five more variations. They are
paralle lodromous. carnpylodromous, acrodrornous,
actinodromous. and palinactinodromous [6]. These
variations can be distinguished from one another by
their distinct shapes.

There are many methods to analyze the shape of an
object. one of thern is through its cornplexity (7].
Cornplexity of a shape is related to the irregularity
pattern presented by the shape. One way to estirnate
shape complexity is by calculating its fractal dimension
(8). There are several definitions of fractal dimension.
Bouligand-Minkowski dimension is one of the most
widely used definition for shape analysis because it has
the most accurate and consistent result [7].

As with all real world objects, leaf venation is not a
fracta!. albeit it has self-similarity on limited scale III J.
ln this casc, fractal dirnension could be estirnated. The
sirnplest estirnation method cornmonly used is linear
regression which produce a numeric dimension value.
Another more complex method is by applying
derivative to track the change of irregularities on
difTerent scales. th us produce more detailed
information. This method is known as multiscale
analysis [121.

This paper propose the modelling of leaf venations
with Bouligand-Minkowski fractal dimension using
multiscale analysis. Result of this experiment is
presented with plat analysis.

II. RESF:\RCH METHOD

..J. Proposcd Tcchniques

The research methodology can be seen in Figure I.
The method consist of data acquisition. preprocessing,
fractal rnodelling and analysis
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B, Experimental Material
In this experiment, nine !eaves from three di fferent

species were used. The three species were Jatropha
curcas Lin., Smilax china, and Ficus deloidea L. which
represents different venation topology, which are
actinodrornous, acrodromous. and palinactinodrornous,
respectively. The irnages used in this experirnent is
acquired from Herdiyeni et al. [13]. The irnages were
captured in Biopharrnacy Garden of IPB and in the
greenhouse of Medicinal Plants of Tropical Forest Ex-
situ Conservation Center. Forestry Faculty IPB.

(a) (b) (e)

hg, l.caf <pccrcs uscd 10 the cxpcruncnt (a ) Jarropha curcas
Lin. (bj 511111" china. and (c) Ficus dcloidca L

C. Prcproccssing

Every digital images of the leaves was uniformly
resized to ensure that the size factor will not mterfere
with the result. The color of each irnagcs was also
converted to greyscale since the co lor of the leaf is
irrelevant in th is experiment. Afterwards, the region of
interest in each images, the lcaf \ enation topology.
wcre segrncnted.

The segmcntation method in this cxpcriment

involves edge detection, Gaussian blur, and thresh
holding. Edge detection marked every edge in the
image by detecting contrast changes of greyscale
intensity in the image. Edge detection was applied
rwice. (i) primary veins segment and (ii) the outline,
which will be useful in noise removal later. Gaussian
blur was applied to thicken the region of interest and
erase the small edges and noises. This results in only
pri mary veins edges rernains. Thresh holding is done by
converting the image to black and white. thus sharpen
the veins already blurred by Gaussian.

After the segmentation it is necessary to apply
additional noise filtering. It is done by removing
chunks of small regions. leaving only the pri mary veins
in the image, Another filtering is done by using the
outline edge from ed ge detection earlier. This is done
to rernove the outline from the primary veins, Figure 2
illustrates preprocessing steps used in this experiment.

Because different carneras were used to capture
the leaves, it is difficult to find universal parameter for
segmentation process, Consequently. the segmentation
paramcrers wcrc cniered manually to achieve uni form
result.

l hrevhold

hg .I, Prcproccssuig "ep'

D, Fract«! Diniension .\fot/ellillg

Fractal dimcnsion IS a measur e of how Iragmented a
fractal object is [71, It eould idcntify how complex a
fractal IS by comparing the changes of irregularity in a
shape as the scale changes. Fracral dimension is also
characterize self-similarity of the shape. An objeet is
said to be self-sunilar if it IS approximately similar to
us parts. Self-similaritv is an important feature of
fractal, as fractals have self-similarity in every scale,

There are man)' definitions of fractal dimension. one
of wluch IS Bouligand-Minkowski dimension. The
formula to model the fraetal dimcnsion according to
Bouligand-Minkowski can be defined as

log A er)
DB = Z - lim I

1-0 oge 1')
(I)

where ArI") can be defined as the number of countcd
element <Ind r is the size of the counting wmdo« 11--11,
There are two major steps in fractal dimension
modclling. counnng and cstunauon. The countll1g step
IS done to produce ;1 curv c thai dcscribcs differeni
mcasurernents on diffcrcnt scalcs. The estimation step
IS done to get the actual fractal dimcnsion from the
curv c by cstunanng the IIIl1i!. This csumauon part is
nnportant because self-similarity of real world objccts
are oni) on limited scale.
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Fig.~. lllustration of fractal counting with dilarion (a) dilated
image (b) plot of dilation distance and dilation area

One of the techniques to count Bouligand-
Minkowski dimension is the dilation method. This
method computes the influence area by ca1culating the
area of a shape (A (r)) after being dilated by a disc of a
certain radius (r). Since this method. particularly the
dilating process, is considerably time-consuming,
another more efficient method is used in this
experiment. Euclidean Distance Transforrn (EDT) can
calculate the Euclidean distance between each
foreground pixels to the region of interest with good
perfonnance [15]. From the distance map the area of
dilated shape (...1 (r)) can be ca1culated by summing up
all the pixels whose distance is r or less from the region
of interest. The result of this step can be presented as a
log-log curve of r-A (r) or dilation curve. For this
experiment. the distanee were calculated to r = 100.
Figure 3(a) shows an illustration on dilation method
performed on an image and 3(b) shows the resulting
piot of shape area and its radius.

The curve produced from the counting method is an
empirical curve because it is consisted of data points.
To get the actual fractal dirnension, the estimation of
the curve is necessary. The sirnplest way to estimate the
curve is by using !inear regression. This method
ca1culate the curve by drawing a straight line that
approximate the curve. This straight line can then be
calculated for its gradient to obtain the fractal
dimension. As the gradient is a numeric value, so does
the fractal dimension. While this method is simple, the
result is often can not describe the complex nature of
objcct shape. The similar shape may have the exact
same fractal dimension value. thus the small difference
of the shape may not be noticed.

Bener information on image shape can be obtaincd
by calculating first derivative of the log-log curve. The
result will be a curve that binds fractal dimension
changes to the dilation radius changes The curve is
caI led Multiscale Fractal Dimension (MFD) lt was
defined as

duet)
MFD = 2 ---

dt
(2)

where II(/} reprcsent logt.! trt} and I represents logtr].
Unlike dilation curv c that traeks the change of

measurcrncnt based on size. the multi scale curve tracks

the rate of change of the measurernent. This rneans
multi scale curve has richer information than dilation
curve. Dilation curve is al ways !inear because Air) will
always increase as r increases. Multiscale curve, on the
other hand, depends on how much A (r) increase as r
increases. This means that it is possible for multiscale
curve to have local maxima and minima values. These
values can represents the whole curve into a much
smaller number and still retain important information
of the curve such as the curve shape [9].

One of the main problem of multiscale curve is that
there are many redundant information contained
within. These redundant information could slow the
computational process and blurred the differences
among fractal dimensions of different images. This
problem can be solved by applying descriptor to the
curve. There are several descriptors that could be used
to remove redundant information from multiscale
curve, one of which is known for its short computing
time is Fourier descriptor. Fourier descriptor could also
produce data that is invariant to rotation. translation.
and scale, th us ii is suitable for pauern recognition [II J.

The problem with derivation is that it has tendency
to enlarge high-frequency noise. This could affect the
result greatly because sometimes the shape under
analysis has unpredictable noises. This problem can be
solved by applying low-pass filter to the curve. One of
the commonly used low-pass filter is Gaussian filter.
Thus, the Fourier descriptor of the derivative is defined
as

duet)~ = F-I{F{u(t)} (Ba(t)}(j2rrf)} (3)

where f as frequency. j as irnaginary number n and
Ba(t) is Gaussian filter applied to /og(r) and defined as

BaU) = (JJzrrexp (;;:) (4)

ln the equation above rt represents standard deviation
that could be adjusted. ln th is experiment. standard
deviation o = 11 10 f were used.

It is necessary to provide a curve with good sampling
and uniform interval. Unfortunately the dilation curve
has inconsistent interval in its nature. There are two
ways to approach this. The first one is to rernove the
initial points with \'ery low sampling. The second one
is by using linear interpolation to fill the space between
every two points of the sampled curv c by its average
point.

The discontinuity of the dilation curve can produce
either overshoot or undershoot ncar its Fourier
approximation. This phenomenon is known as Gibbs
phenomenon [10]. The solution to this problcll1'is by
applying duplication and reflection to the curve, to
make the curv e seerns continuous. The Fouricr
approximation can later be cropped accordmg to the
original curve limits.
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111. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Preprocessing

Preproeessing in this experirnent were performed
using Matlab and GIMP. Additional noise that unable
to be removed in Matlab were removed using GIMP.
Figure 5(a) shows some leaf images from eaeh species
and Figure 5(b) shows the same images after being
preproeessed.

(a) (b)

Fig.5. (a) Original leaf irnagcs (b) preprocesscd vcnarion irnages

B. Fracral Counting
Measurement of fraetal dimension in this experiment

was performed using EDT method. Figure 6 shows the
log-log eurve of the fraetal counting result. The figure
shows that while dilation eurves of Jathropa curcas Lin
(red) and Ficus deloidea L. (green) has formed
separated clusters. Smilax china (blue) dilation curves
are in mixed positions. This is mainly caused by lack of
uniqueness possessed by Smilax china leaf venations.
Unlike Jathropa curcas Lin and FiClIS deloidea L. leaf
venations which possess distinctive branehes of
pri mary veins, the leaf venations of Smilax china has
only three curved primary veins. These veins evidently
did not provide Smilax china with enough features to
separate it from other, more complex venations. The
blue curves in the pIot are seen mixed mostly with
green curves. This is caused by the similarity between
the two venation topologies.
It is worth mentioning that the curve itsel f describes

increases in the area of the objects. not the shape of the
objects itself. It is from the different way the area
changes that the di fference of shape can be deduced. On
srnaller dilation radius the area of each leaf venation are
similar. This is because the scale of each leaf venation
was deliberately uniformed in preprocessing step. As
dilation radius became wider the difference between
areas of shapcs bccarnc more evident. This is illustratcd
by gradient of the curve. Higher gradient means bigger
area increase rares. Thercforc dilation curves do not
associated with shapes directly. instcad it describe the
uniqueness of shapes through area increase ratcs.

C Fractal Estimation
Dilation curves that has been interpolated and

duplicatcd can then have iis fractal dimension
cstimared by multiscale analysis. The rcsult of
multiscalc analysis to cach curv c is prescntcd in FIgure

7. It is clearly shown that unlike dilation curves, MFD
curves have local maxirna and minima. These local
extrema can represents the curve without omitting
important features of the curve.

From the trends of MFD curves at a glance it looks
similar. It should be noted that red and green curves are
clustered like their counterparts in dilation curves white __ .
the blue curves are not. However unlike the condition
in dilation piot where the blue curves are mixed with
the green curves. in MFD piot the blue curves are
mostly above the green curves. This shows that while
Smilax china and Ficus deloidea L. leaf venation
topologies are similar in shape but there are some
different irregularities between them that is more
evident after rnultiscale analysis.
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This paper prcscnts an cxpcriment in modelling leaf
vcnation using Bouligand-Minkowski multiscale
Iractal dimension. The fractal eounting is pcrforrned
using Euclidean distance transform and the cstimation
is pcrformcd using multiscalc analysis. Fourier
dcscriptor hav c been performed on multiscalc fraetal
dimension curv c The rcsult from borh Euclidcan
distancc trnnsform and multiscalc analysis is presenrcd
through plots. \\'hilc it is not rcmarkably clear, there are
sorne irregularities that could be dcrectcd with dilation
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but more evident after multiscale analysis.
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